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NON ADHESIVE SIGNALING TAPE - WHITE/RED
Tesa® Signal 58137 is a non-adhesive tape with white and red stripes, used to mark specific
areas, i.e. danger areas. Printed on both sides, with a rub-resistant ink. It's made up of a solvent
free polyethylene (PE) film. UV radiation resistant (up ...
CODE
PRICE

58137-0000000
€ 1,88

PREMIUM FLOOR MARKING TAPE, PERMANENT, RED COLOR
Tesaflex® 4169 marking red adhesive tape is made up of a polyvinyl chloride support and a
water base acrylic adhesive. It's a linear marking tape, ideal for permanent marking. It can be used
in multiple contexts, such as hospital/office/fair aisles ...
CODE
PRICE

04169-0005993
€ 10,68

PREMIUM FLOOR MARKING TAPE, PERMANENT, YELLOW/BLACK
COLOR
Tesaflex® 4169 has been ideated and developed as a tape for linear marking of floors. Made up
of a PVC support and an water based acrylic adhesive, it's the greatest tape for permanent
marking. Usage: marking of working areas i.e. factories and war ...
CODE
PRICE

04169-0006393
€ 14,48

PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - BLUE
Tesaflex® 60760 is a tough plasticized PVC floor marking tape, developed for professional needs
and, where it's necessary, to report or delimit barely visible or dangerous surfaces. Made of
polyvinyl chloride, coated with a modified rubber-resine a ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0009815
€ 4,08
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PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - GREEN
Tesaflex® 60760 is a tough plasticized PVC floor marking tape, coated with an aggressive
modified resin adhesive, which guarantees a strong hold on different surfaces. Practical, fast
unwinding, hand-terable, abrasion resistant, it's ideal for temp ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0009715
€ 4,08

PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - RED
Tesaflex® 60760 is a surface marking tape, very strong and durable, made of PVC, coated with a
modified rubber-resine which allows a high adhesion to many different surfaces. It's tearable by
hand and abrasion resistant. It's perfectly suitable for ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0009615
€ 4,08

PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - WHITE/RED
Tesaflex® 60760 is a PVC floor marking adhesive tape, with modified rubber-resine that adheres
to every surface. The model with white and red strips, not reflective, is ideal for marking lanes,
aisles, corridors of factories or warehouses, to signa ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0008815
€ 4,66

PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - YELLOW
Tesaflex® 60760 is a strong tape made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) coated with a modified resin
adhesive, with a very high fixing power. For smooth or discontinuous surfaces, it can be used in
various situation, to suit a wide series of need. Perfec ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0009515
€ 4,08
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PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - YELLOW/BLACK
Tesaflex® 60760, the floor marking tape, is suitable for those who want to warn or mark any
kind of mobile or static objects (temporarily or permanently). It's a plasticized PVC tape coated with
an aggressive modified rubber-resin adhesive. Hand-te ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0008715
€ 4,66

PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - YELLOW/BLACK (SET OF 6)
Tesaflex® 60760, the floor marking tape, is suitable for those who want to warn or mark any
kind of mobile or static objects (temporarily or permanently). It's a plasticized PVC tape coated with
an aggressive modified rubber-resin adhesive. Hand-te ...
CODE
PRICE

60760-0008715 C
€ 44,74

SET OF 6 PVC TAPE FOR FLOOR MARKING - YELLOW
Tesaflex® 60760 is a strong tape made of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) coated with a modified resin
adhesive, with a very high fixing power. For smooth or discontinuous surfaces, it can be used in
various situation, to suit a wide series of need. Perfec ...
CODE
PRICE
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60760-0009515 C
€ 39,17

